Diy home theater wiring diagram

So, how do you do wiring for a home theater? Below is a handy guide on wiring up the most
common devices, but I also discuss the right gauge wiring to use, and the easiest way to hide
the wires in your home theater. The first piece of advice I can give when it comes to wiring your
home theater is to know the scale of your project. If you have a big development planned that
involves ceiling speakers and other flashy gadgets that require structural alterations, then it
might be best to hire a professional. Just be aware that the project might take a little longer than
you think. Speaker systems particularly surround sound will probably present the biggest
problem to novice wirers, simply because they tend to come without the necessary wiring,
meaning you have to go out and buy the correct gauge wire for your needs, and then connect
the system up yourself. Home theaters buffs use the terms interconnect, cable, and wire when
discussing their equipment, but what do these words mean? An interconnect is something that
joins together two audio-visual devices. A HDMI cable is an interconnect. The terms wire or
cable generally refer to something that sends audio signals from the amplifier to the speakers.
Here is a list of the most common:. As a general rule, most of these cables are quite easy to
connect. The relevant ports are usually labeled on the devices, meaning all you need to do is
plug them in and you should be good to go. So, as you can see, when it comes to connecting
the majority of your home theater devices, it simply means plugging the right cable into the
right port. The things you need to consider are:. Speaker wires are made from thin metal
strands that allow audio signals to pass along them to the speaker connected. This is a pretty
simple concept, but there is more that you need to know. All cables have some level of
resistance, which refers to the amount of energy lost as the signal passes along it. The key is to
balance the resistance with the distance a signal travels so that you can minimize the potential
loss of quality. Another factor you need to consider is the cable impedance. In short, this is the
relationship between the current and the voltage in a given circuit. Ghosting is an example of
impedance mismatch, as the reflected signal then shows up on your video device later than the
original signal. As a general rule, most home theater devices work on an impedance rating of 75
ohms. Choosing the right type of wires for your needs is an important part of the installation
process. Why would you spend lots of money on good equipment only to use shoddy wiring?
There are three common types of metal used in speaker wires, which are selected for the
relevant signal transferring capabilities. This is the least expensive and most common type of
wire. Copper has good conductivity and low resistance, but its drawback is that it oxidizes. This
is when the pure copper reacts to air and turns green. This will generally happen at connection
points, and will massively increase resistance if left alone. Silver has lower resistance than
copper, but is obviously more expensive. Also, it oxidizes, so there are very few situations in
which a silver wire will be better and more cost effective than a copper one. So the most
important thing to remember when choosing the type of wire for your speaker system is that
resistance is important, and you want it to be as low as possible. The wires inside are generally
copper. Here are some other general tips to consider when choosing the correct wires, and for
when you come to actually wiring the speaker system up. When I first came to start wiring my
home theater, I was overwhelmed by all the different factors you need to consider. Everything
else should fall into place from these bits of information. The gauge of a wire refers to its
thickness. The thicker the wire, the lower its gauge number, and the lower its resistance. Wire
gauge is given in four types: 12 gauge, 14 gauge, 16 gauge, and 18 gauge. For wire runs shorter
than 50ft, gauge wire is generally the best to use. You should use gauge wire for 8 ohm
speakers, and thicker gauge wire for low impedance speakers such as 4 or 6 ohms. Also read
this article by audioholics. Some wires will come with the right connectors, but if not, then use
banana connectors, as these will make your life so much easier. For my home theater system,
which is in a relatively large room and has a surround sound system, I used 14 gauge copper
wire with banana clips. The biggest thing to consider is that having wires lying around can be a
major trip hazard. On top of this is the potential damage to wires from them getting stepped on,
crushed by furniture, or being pulled from their connections. All of this will have an impact on
the lifespan of wires and the devices themselves. So, how do you hide wires for a home
theater? This keeps all of the cables tidy and out of the way, and is easy to install yourself.
Basic plastic trunking is incredibly cheap and easy to buy see the image below. You should be
able to find it in any DIY store, and online, and some will come with self-adhesive backing to
make the job even easier. Its practical benefits outweigh its look. This is what I did for my new
home theater, and it looks much more professional and sleek. These are designed specifically
for the purpose. All that will involve is cutting holes, running cables to the right places, and
installing some plates and brackets. Follow these tips:. Choosing the correct cables is based
entirely on your needs, so the best piece of advice I can give is to make sure you plan
everything properly before making any purchases or cutting any holes. As an affiliate, I may
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location. Photo by: Brian Patrick Flynn. When it comes to home theater installations or
redesigns, one of the chief considerations is home theater wiring. Whether you're having your
home theater professionally installed or choosing to embark on a DIY adventure for your
entertainment space, ensuring that the wiring is installed safely, correctly and discreetly is one
of the most important aspects of home theater design. Generally speaking, home theater wiring
will relate to two key elements of your home theater setup: electronics and lighting. Both of
these features are essential to the home theater experience and need to function properly,
reliably and conveniently in order for guests to sit back and enjoy the show. Additionally, you'll
want to avoid any unsightly tangles of wiring so they don't ruin the aesthetic design of your
home theater and cause a potential safety hazard. If you're considering a self-install of your
home theater wiring, it's highly recommended that you consult an electrical professional before
doing so. Unless you have extensive electrical engineering expertise, it can be dangerous to
attempt a fully DIY home theater wiring project. A professional will be able to ensure that you're
meeting safety standards, as well as recommend materials and techniques to increase the
reliability and performance of your home theater's wiring. You'll also need to make sure that
your wiring is up to local and national codes, whether you're installing it yourself or you've
hired a professional. You can find the National Electric Code NEC at most booksellers or online,
but know that many localities have additional statutes that you'll need to follow. For example, if
you'll be prewiring the space before you install drywall and insulation, your locality will
potentially require an inspection while the wires are still accessible. Once you've got all the
safety and inspection items sorted out and decided on a DIY or professional installation, you'll
want to start thinking about your lighting and electronics setup within the space, which will
likely determine the layout of your wiring. Things like the number of guests, type, size and
layout of furniture, the location and size of your TV or projection screen, and the type and
quantity of lighting will be key considerations. When the plan is in place for the wiring layout for
your lighting and electronics, you'll need to decide how your lighting scheme is going to be
controlled. Your options here will be broad, particularly for new construction home
theatersâ€”you could choose anything from a hard-wired in-room control system to a
smart-device-controlled system linked to a whole-home automation system. The varying control
schemes are attached to differing tiers of cost and complexity, so you'll want to explore the full
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